
Ask Doctor Ruth  
By Ruth Corbin, CMRP, CorbinPartners 
 
Dear Dr. Ruth 
 
If a research participant asks me who is paying to conduct the research, do I have to tell them? 
What if the client doesn’t want me to tell respondents who they are even after the research has 
been completed? And then what if the respondent decides they don’t want to be a part of the 
research after/if they find out who the client really is? 
 
Mad as Hell and Voted NO on the AAPOR code 
____ 
 
Dear Mad: 
 
Canada’s code of conduct sets a standard of ethics and transparency with respondents.   Your 
concern would diminish if you took a different approach to the issue.   
 

 Interviewers should ordinarily have no knowledge of the client identity.  Not knowing 
the sponsor helps interviewers remain neutral in their own expectations and tone with 
respondents.   Particularly if the research is to be used for a dispute resolution, it is 
important to demonstrate that interviewers have no basis to send cues to respondents 
about desirable answers. 

 If interviewers don’t know the sponsor, then they can truthfully answer “I don’t know” if 
asked by research respondents.  Remember it’s not a gimmick, it’s a benefit to withhold 
the sponsor identity from interviewers.     

 If a respondent requests that a supervisor get back to him or her with the sponsor 
identity, and interviewers know that sponsor identity will never be disclosed, then 
respondents can be told just that, and decide for themselves whether they want to 
participate.    

 Respondents’ participation remains voluntary at all times.   If at the end of the survey 
they ask that their responses be deleted, their request should be honoured.     
 

 
How would one remember all these details?    If in doubt, do the right thing. 

 

Readers may send questions for the Ask Dr. Ruth column, or follow-ups on any topic 
addressed in this column to rcorbin@corbinpartners.com  

 At your request, your identity will not be published. 
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